
DU-COMM - Police Operations Subcommittee – Meeting Notes 
Wednesday May 26, 2021 – 1:30 PM  

Virtual Meeting 
 
In Attendance: 
Bartlett            Cmdr. McGuigan  
Carol Stream   Chief William Holmer  
Darien      DC Jason Norton  
Downers Grove   Sgt. Andrew Blaylock  
Elmhurst     DC Mike McLean  
Hanover Park   Sgt. Todd Carlson 
Lisle      DC Kevin Licko 
Lisle    DC Mark Lutz 
Lombard          Chief Roy Newton  

Villa Park DC Jeff Runge 
West Chicago DC Shackelford  
Winfield Chief Dave Schar  
Woodridge  Sgt. Dennis Brinkman 
DU-COMM  DDO Nicole Lamela 
DU-COMM DDS Matt Baarman 
DU-COMM  CM Cara Payne  
DU-COMM      CM Tyler Benjamin 
DU-COMM      CS Jacquie Bucher 

 
1.  Call to Order 
Chief Schar called the meeting to order 1330. 

 
2.  Approval of Minutes 
A.  March 24, 2021 Minutes. Sgt. Blaylock made the motion to approve the minutes and DC 
McLean seconded.  Motion approved by unanimous voice vote. 
 
3.  Staff Reports: 
DDO Lamela noted now rotating staff to work all police channels, asked for patience as we 
move through this change.  Three (3) new TCs starting.   
 
4.  Old Business: 
A.  Blue Shirt Committee – Update 
CM Payne noted Blue Shirt is on hold currently. The midnight shift manager who was in charge 
of the group left her employment with DU-COMM. CM Payne will step into the role, and is 
reorganizing things. The committee will be back on track within the next month or two.   
 
5.  NEW Business 
A.  Indian Lakes Shooting – Bloomingdale. 
DDO Lamela stated DU-COMM reviewed the incident from the fire perspective. Fire Ops 
recommended this would be a great summary to bring to Police Ops. All TCs were trained on 
the review and the lessons learned. CS Benjamin reviewed a PowerPoint with the group. DDO 
Lamela asked the group for suggestions to do things better in the future, please forward 
suggestions to her. Chief Schar thanked DU-COMM for putting together the presentation.   
 
DC Licko asked if the FD was ever asked to stage for the scene to be secure. CS Benjamin 
stated they were asked to stage. Command was then set in the lobby when there didn’t appear 
to be an active threat anymore. After the medics went to the fifth and sixth floors, MERIT 
announced the floors were secure. DC Licko noted everyone on the same radio channel would 
be ideal, but if there were seventy plus officers on a channel it would be hard to communicate.  
DDO Lamela stated there would be one channel for unified command to talk to DU-COMM, and 
there might have to be breakout channels for those on the scene.   
 
DC McLean mentioned without having the police side on the debriefing, he agrees unified 
command is important. One thing done in Elmhurst is to have the fire supervisor prompt DU-
COMM to contact the police supervisor to prompt him to set up a unified command. The second 
note, interop channels are important, it would be great to have the interop channel on their radio 
dial and not have to search for it. Something comparable to the fire departments fire ground 



channels. Suggested a channel set in policy before the incident happens for mutual aid 
responses.   
 
B.  Modified COVID-19 Questions 
DDO Lamela advised a memo in the packet that showed the changes. CDH wants DU-COMM 
to ask if anyone in the residence is COVID possible, but will not ask the symptom questions due 
to it being hay fever season. This change will take effect on May 28, 2021. All of the medical 
controls for DU-COMM fire agencies, Loyola Hospital, and ACDC are aware of the change.  
Chief Schar noted everyone is taking necessary precautions, so this change should not be a 
problem. 
 
C.  Written Directive 
12.00.00 LEADS 
CM Payne noted the only thing that was changed was the address and responsibilities. We are 
preparing for the new LEADS 3.0. There are training videos we are reviewing.  
 
11.06.00 Radio Channel Closure 
CM Payne noted the verbiage for the procedure did change. Section 6.1.1 was changed and 
some words removed in 6.1.2. We will prompt the member agency officer or supervisor to close 
the channel if we feel there is danger to an officer or citizen. Chief Newton asked if the TC 
would make a suggestion; and if it would be done similar to how it is done today, e.g.: “Lincoln 
32 do you want the channel”?  If so, Chief Newton would be in favor. CM Payne confirmed yes.  
DDO Lamela stated that the directive read at no time will the TC close the channel, and we want 
to match real world and how things are being done currently.    
 
11.01.00 Police Radio Communications 
CM Payne noted an agency asked for a review of signal and ten (10) codes. The reason for the 
requested change is two-fold; a general move to plain language, many of our signal codes were 
tied to CAD event types, and that is no longer the case with the new CAD.  We looked at the 
codes, Signal 6 is one we need to keep, along with Signal 3, 4, and 9. As we continue to hear 
those used every day. The rest of the signal codes were dropped and are not used with any 
regularity. We took the same view with ten (10) codes.   
 
Chief Newton noted Signal 3, 4, 6 and 9 definitely need to stay, and wouldn’t opposed Signal 8.   
Because the CAD doesn’t recognize a signal code, the dispatcher should be trained to 
remember them. Chief Newton read through some of the ten (10) codes that were struck in the 
document attachment. CM Payne said some of the ten (10) codes listed appeared to have 
strikethroughs where they shouldn’t be any. Example: keeping 10-28. Chief Schar agreed it was 
hard to read, which ones were removed and which ones were kept; he suggested a clean 
document for the next meeting and CM Payne agreed. Signal 8 caused issues with the new 
CAD due to a difference between a CAD event and a Report Number.   
 
Sgt. Carlson asked if Signal 11 could stay. CM Payne noted the call would go out as a bomb 
threat, and DDO Lamela noted the fire departments will get the bomb call on VHF on the fire 
station alerting. Sgt. Carlson noted he didn’t want people around the scene of the call to hear 
him say bomb, and Chief Newton agreed. Chief Newton noted officers that would respond 
would know to turn their radios off and it was a confidential call – it is multi-layered.   
 
DC McLean noted people with access to scanners can monitor Starcom. When Elmhurst 
recently responded to the college for a possible armed person, there was a social media page 
giving out everyone’s location. DDO Lamela wanted agencies to understand if they are standing 



next to a firefighter at the time the call goes out, the word bomb will be on the radio. Sgt. 
Brinkman noted he had no idea what a Signal 11 was, and noted we say man with a gun, and 
shots fired on the radio. Bomb would just be one more. Chief Schar suggested we start with a 
clean copy of the directive, and go over the list to pair it down together at the next meeting. 
 
11.11.00 Responding to Calls of Missing, Abducted, and Exploited Children 
DDO Lamela noted nothing major had changed, still following NCMEC because we are 
partners. We changed the CAD event types to go with the new CAD, and the responsibilities at 
the beginning of the directive.   
 
Chief Schar asked DDO Lamela if she wanted a motion to approve the Written Directives, and 
DDO Lamela confirmed. Cmdr. McGuigan made a motion to approve Written Directive 12.00.00 
11.06.00, and 11.11.00, and Chief Newton seconded the motion. The motion was approved by 
unanimous voice roll call vote.    
 
6.  Other Business 
Commander McGuigan noted TC Stacy Marek and TC Wendy Alba did a great job on the 
Bartlett shooting last week. He sent an email to ask for them to be recognized. CM Payne 
thanked him.   
 
Sgt. Blaylock asked about repo check-ins. Several supervisors faxed reports to DU-COMM and 
had to come to the police department. Is that DU-COMM’s policy? Questioned the reasons, and 
Chief Newton thought there was something in the statute that the repo companies must contact 
the police department. Sgt. Blaylock doesn’t want officers to have to come off the road if they 
faxed the report to DU-COMM. CM Payne noted she can make that change.   
 
Chief Schar had discussed the Safe Help Act with District 34, and no one was aware of it. DDO 
Lamela noted DU-COMM should have a process in case we get a call from the State. She will 
prepare something for the TCs, to make them aware in case we get a call. It should be 
classified as a Check on Well Being call. If any more information is received by DU-COMM, we 
will adivse the group. 
 
CM Payne asked if anyone had Code Blue phones in any locations. DU-COMM wants to know 
what line they come in on, as they can’t come in on a 9-1-1 line. If someone has one, Cara 
would like to test. Glen Ellyn has them in their new parking garage. Sgt. Blaylock noted some in 
their parking garage too. Elmhurst noted they have been in their parking garages since 1990.  
Lisle has two in the train station, they were tested yesterday but didn’t work. When they are 
repaired they will be tested. 
 
7.  Adjournment 
At 1402, Sgt. Blaylock made the motion to adjourn the meeting and Chief Holmer seconded.  
The motion was approved by unanimous voice vote.  Meeting adjourned.  
 
Meeting notes prepared by: 
Nicole Lamela 
Deputy Director Operations  
 
 


